SECOND ANNUAL WORK TRENDS 2022

The past 2 years have been challenging for organizations.
The global pandemic not only changed how we work, but why
we work. As organizations architect the next phases of their
digital transformations against the backdrop of a global
pandemic that’s now in its third year, the opportunity to
reimagine work holds considerable promise for a better future.
The following are 10 trends that we expect to see more of in
2022 and beyond.

The countdown
wellness as a competitive advantage
Organizational Design
Traditional wellness programs proved inadequate against the backdrop of 2020. Organizations must
adapt, removing the stigma from revealing vulnerabilities, providing support to the broader family
unit, and recognizing the importance of resilience to realize productivity.

Immersive Tech Restores Connectivity, Collaboration & InnovatiON
Digital TransformatiON
The physical workplace disappeared in 2020. Immersive technologies will reinvigorate lost
connection between employees while providing new avenues for recruitment, training and
collaboration

Analytics: Out of Sight. Top of Mind
Digital Transformation / Analytics & AI
Remote work has made assessing employee productivity and sentiment both more critical and
more difficult. Organizations will find that technology closes these gaps while having significant
implications for privacy, ethics, and ultimately, a company’s core values.

High Performing Cultures
Hybrid Work
Performance must be a central focus of any professional organization. In today’s knowledge-based
economy, access to individual learning pathways, customized sleep, nutrition & fitness coaching, and
mindfulness resources are 3 ways to empower individual, team and ultimately organizational success.

Redefining the Gig Economy
Hybrid Work / Digital Transformation
Greater workforce flexibility from a contingent workforce offers benefits, often in the form of reduced
overheads, and new challenges, as organizations solve for cultural integration, performance
management and equity concerns.

Work / Life Integration: Redefining Employee Experience
Hybrid Work / Digital Transformation
Work / life integration replaces work / life balance. Increasingly fluid & flexible forms of work will be necessary to map to present-day reality. Business strategies, technologies and programs will be built to support
hybrid forms of work and to remove employee encumbrances allowing individuals to do their best work.

The Attention Economy
Digital Transformation
Modern technologies are changing the way we work. They've commoditized our attention;
highlighting the scarcity of our most precious resource - time. How, in a world of infinite distractions
will organizations ensure their messages are received?

The Inevitable Merger of Marketing & HR
Hybrid Work / Organizational Design
Companies’ inside voices (employee) and outside voices (customer) will increasingly merge and
build true alignment of organizational values and activities. Singular, coherent messaging across
audiences unlocks efficiencies, builds trust, and builds stronger businesses.

The Pursuit of Purpose
Organizational Design
The pandemic has not only changed how we work, but why we work. Today's workforce values
purpose over a paycheck. And its incumbent upon organizations, and their leaders to ensure their
employees have the right clarity, tools and support to do their best work.

Let’s Get Phygital
Hybrid Work / Digital Transformation
Physical and virtual workplaces merge to create digital workspaces of the future - where employees
can connect, collaborate & perform from anywhere, any place at any time. Organizations who enable
employees success across platforms - with technologies, tools and processes - will have the best
chance to attract, develop and retain a competitive workforce.
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